The subject under discussion in this paper is the study of the existence and properties of extensions of homeomorphisms of the interior I of a two cell with boundary C onto a plane bounded region. Particular emphasis will be placed on the action of the extension on C. Application of the topological results will then be made to conformai maps on the interior of the unit circle.
The hypothesis that ƒ (J) = R is a homeomorphism of the interior I of a two cell with boundary C onto a plane bounded region R with boundary F(R) will be assumed throughout the paper. The usual terminology of transformation theory will be used : the transformation g(A)=B is said to be light if each f" 1 (x) } #£5, is totally disconnected, and non-alternating if for each x, yÇzB, f~l(x) does not separate/~' 1 (y). PROOF. The existence of the extension is well known, since ƒ is uniformly continuous. Moreover g(C) = F(R). To prove this, we notice that g(î) is compact and must contain ]?. Since
I-This is a contradiction and g(C) = F(R).
Suppose g(C) = F(R) is not non-alternating; then there exist points xi, x 2 , y%, y 2 GC such that g(x x ) =g(* 2 ), g(yi) =g(y2), g(*i) ^g(yi) 9 and #i+tf2 separates yi+y2 on C. Let Ax and A 2 be interiors of arcs XxX2 and yiy 2 respectively, where X1X2C.I+X1+X2, 3^2CI+3'i+3 ; 2, Xxx 2 -yxy2 =p=AiA2* Both g(xiX2) and g{yxy2) are simple closed curves and g(#ix 2 ) • g(3WÛ = ƒ(p). Moreover points of 1KW2) are contained both in the interior and exterior of g(#i#2). For Ai separates A2 into two parts, one in each component of I-Ai; then ƒ (^41) separates ƒ (A 2) into two parts, one in each component of R-f (Ax). But one compoPresented to the Society, April 27, 1946; received by the editors April 3, 1946. nent of R-f(Ai) is contained in the interior oîf(Ai)+g (x) f the other in the exterior. This furnishes a contradiction, since ƒ(p) would then be a cut point of g(yiy2), and the theorem is proved.
DEFINITION. Let R be a plane region with boundary F(R) ; we say that A is a cut into R if A QR and if there exists a point x^F(R) such that A +x is an arc. We shall call x the end of the cut A. DEFINITION. We say that ƒ possesses property P if (1) A is a cut into R implies f~l(A) is a cut into 7, and if (2) Ai and A% being cuts into R with distinct ends implies f~x(A 1) and f~1(A 2 ) are cuts into I with distinct ends.
LEMMA 1. A necessary and sufficient condition that the boundary F(R) of a bounded simply connected plane region R be locally connected is that for each sequence (#»), Xi^R f such that (xi) converges to x, xÇi.F(R), there exists an infinite subsequence (yj) of (xi) and an arc a\x, aixQR+x, such that aixZ)(yj)-
PROOF. Let R be a bounded simply connected plane region with locally connected boundary F(R). To show the necessity portion of the lemma, we proceed to show two preliminary statements.
(1) There exists a sequence (Ri) of regions contained in R such that Ri+iCRi, each Ri possesses property S, 2 each Ri contains an infinite number of points of (#»), and the diameter of Ri goes to 0 with 1/i.
To prove (1), we note first that R possesses property S, since F(R) is locally connected.
3 Then R may be decomposed into a finite number of regions, each with property S and each of diameter less than 1/2. 4 One of these, say 2?i, contains an infinite number of points of (xi) Then Ri possesses property S and hence may be decomposed into a finite number of regions possessing property S and of diameter less than 1/4. One of these, say R^ contains an infinite number of points of (xi). By continuing the process, we obtain the required (Ri).
(2) Let A=pq-p be a cut into a region Ri of (1), pER-F(Ri), qÇzRi. Let RjCRi be such that R r A = 0, and let rÇ^Rj. Then there exists an arc qr, qr(Z(Ri-A)+q, such that qr-F(Rj) consists of a single point, where F(R n ) is used to denote the boundary of R n .
To prove (2) we note first that Ri-A is connected, since a cut into a region does not disconnect it. Furthermore q is accessible from Ri-A since a sufficiently small neighborhood of q is contained in Ri-A except for points of the arc pq. Let qz be an arc contained in 5 Then let yr be an arc, yrC.R 3 +y. Then qr = qy+yr is the desired arc, and (2) is justified.
We now proceed to show the necessity portion of the lemma. Let yi€zRi' (#••)• Let Ri be such that Ri is a member of the sequence (Ri) and yi&R^ Such an Ri exists since Ri is arbitrarily close to xÇzF(R) for i sufficiently large. Let y 2 Ç:Ri -(xi). Let yiy 2 =-4 be an arc contained in R and such that A • F(Ri ) consists of a single point. Such an arc may be constructed by an argument similar to the one used in (2). Let Ri be such that Ri is a member of (Ri) and yiy 2 -Ri = 0; let yzGzRi •(#<)• Since Ri -yiy 2 is a cut into Ri we may use (2) to obtain an arc y 2 y% contained in (Ri -Ri -yiy 2 )+y 2 and intersecting F(Ri) in a single point. Let R( be a member of (Ri) such that 'Ri -(yiy2+y$yi) =0, let y*ÇzRi • (#»•), and continue the process indefinitely. We thus obtain a sequence (yi-iyi) of arcs, yt-iyiCR, ^GW, yi-iyi intersects ^13^2+^2^3+ • • • +y%-zyi-i in the single point y^i t and yi-iyi approaches x as a limit. Let A =2^2y»-i3'»'+^« Then every point of <4 except y\ and # are cut points. Moreover, A is compact, since the arcs y^iyi approach x as limit. Then A is an arc satisfying all the conditions, and the necessity is shown.
Suppose for each sequence the condition of the lemma is satisfied and suppose F(R) is not locally connected. Then there is a point xÇzF(R) such that x is not regularly accessible from i?. 6 That is, for some e>0 there exists a sequence (#»•), XiÇzR and (xi)->x, such that Xi may not be joined to x by an arc of diameter less than e in R-\-x. By hypothesis, there exists an arc aixQR+x such that a\x contains an infinite subsequence of (xi). This arc may be supposed to be of diameter less than e. This is a contradiction and the theorem is proved.
LEMMA 2. If F(R) is locally connected and ƒ possesses property P, then ƒ is uniformly continuous.
PROOF. Suppose ƒ is not uniformly continuous. Then for some e>0 and each di of a sequence (di)->0, there exist Xi, ytÇzI such that p(%iy y%)<di and p(f(xi) } f(yi))^e.
We may suppose that (xi)->x; then (yi)-+x and xGC. We may also suppose that (f(xi))-*zi and (ƒ(?*))->S2. Then z\ 9*z 2 . Moreover ZiÇzF(R) and z 2 ÇzF(R). For suppose Zi&R; then (Xi)->f-l (zi)ÇzI. But this is impossible; thus Si, z 2 GF(R). By Lemma 1 there exist cuts -4i and A 2 which con-tain infinite subsequences of (ƒ(#*)) and (f(yi)) respectively and which have Z\ and z 2 as ends. By property P, f~l(Ai) and f~l(Aî) are cuts into I with different ends. Since each of them must have x as an end, this is a contradiction and the lemma is established.
THEOREM 2. Let F(R) be locally connected. Then a necessary and sufficient condition that ƒ have property P is that there exist an extension g of f, where g(7) = R, g=/ on I, and g(C) = F(R) is light and nonalternating.
PROOF. Suppose ƒ has property P. Then by Lemma 2 and Theorem 1, g exists and g(C) = F(R) is non-alternating. Suppose g(C) = F(R) is not light; let x(EF(R) be such that g -1 0*0 is not totally disconnected. Let M be a nondegenerate component of g"
l (x) . Since I+C is a two cell, there exists a set NCI which is homeomorphic to the graph of the equation y = sin 1/x, 0<#^1, and such that N = N+M. Then ƒ(N) is a cut into R with end x. Since f~xf (N) = N is not a cut into I, then ƒ does not possess property P, and we have a contradiction. This shows the necessity of the theorem.
Suppose ƒ may be extended to g, where g(7) = JR, g=f on J, and g(C) = F(R) is light and non-alternating. Let A be a cut into R with end x. Suppose A=aix-x.
Let (#*)->x, where XiÇiA and where Xi precedes Xi+i on the arc a\X ordered from a\ to x. We may also suppose that (f~x(xï)) converges to a point y. Let Ai=XiXi+i be the subarc of A joining Xi to Xi+i. Then lim sup /~1(-4 l )Cg" 1 (^) by the continuity of g. Since lim inf fl (Ai)Z}y y then lim inf f~l(Ai) 5*0 and lim sup f~l(Ai) is connected.
7 Let JB=/ -1 (-4). Then lim sup f-1 (Ai) = B-B. Then 5 -J3 is both connected and totally disconnected, and hence is a single point. Then B =f~x(A) is a cut into I.
Suppose A\ and A2 are cuts into i? with ends#i and X2 respectively, #1 ? £ X2, whilef~*(Ai) and f~1(A 2 ) are cuts into J, both with end y. Then g(f~1(A 1 )) =^4i and gC/" 1^) ) =^2 are cuts into 7, both with end g(y). This is a contradiction and the theorem is established.
Application to conformai maps.
THEOREM 3. Le/1 be the interior of the unit circle, and let f be a one-toone conformai map. Then ƒ possesses property P. 
